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1. Read the story and answer the questions following it. 5p/

The Deer and His Image

A deer told himself every day, “ I am the most handsome deer in the forest. My large chest is a
symbol of my power. And my beautiful horns impress other animals.” But he did not like his legs
and hooves*. “My legs are narrow, and my hooves are ugly. They do not satisfy me.”One day, the
deer saw a big dog. The deer made some noise and disturbed the dog. The dog woke up and chased
him. The deer felt terror. He screamed. He did not want to be a victim, so he ran into the forest.
His strong legs helped him run fast. His pale brown hooves were hard, so they were not sensitive
to rough rocks. However, his horns got caught in branches, slowing him down. His large chest could
not fit between thick trees. The deer estimated that he ran for an hour. He felt like he was running
a marathon. In the end, the deer escaped the threat of the dog. He sat in the shade of a tree. “That
was almost a disaster! I almost did not escape because of my chest and horns. My legs and hooves
saved me.” As a consequence, the deer learned to honour his fast legs and have confidence in his
strong hooves.
“Pretty things only supplement important things,” he thought

1. What is this story about?
a. Why a chest is a symbol of power
b. How a deer becomes a victim
c. Why deer have confidence in their horns
d. How a deer learned to honour useful things

2. Why did the deer scream?

a. He felt great terror.
b. He was sensitive.
c. He ran a marathon.
d. His legs were narrow.

3. What can we infer by the end of the story?
a. The deer impressed the animals with his long run.
b. The deer was a victim of disaster.
c. The deer’s legs and hooves satisfied him.
d. The deer went back to disturb the dog again.

4. According to the passage, all the following are true EXCEPT:
a. the deer’s hooves were pale
b. the deer sat in the shade of a tree
c. the deer experienced a bad consequence
d. the rough rocks decorated the forest

5. What happened to the deer’s horns when he ran away?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2. Match these British slang words with their meanings. 15p/
1. ballistic:
2. bangers:
3. barbie:
4. bird:
5. bloke:
6. go bonkers:
7. booboo:
8. dough:
9. couch potato:
10. dosh:
11. crying out loud:
12. forty winks:
13. go bananas:
14. grub:
15. grubby:

a woman/ girl/girlfriend
a mistake
a person who watches too much Tv
money
food
crazy
to go mad with rage
a short sleep or nap
barbecue
another name for sausages
not clean/dirty
expression of frustration or anger
man
go slightly mad
money

3. Underline the correct word. 4p/
1)
2)
3)
4)

English people have a reputation/ politeness for being a little eccentric.
Stop being such a nosey parker/ silly billy and be sensible!
Sarah talks all the time. She is such a chatterbox/ scatterbrain.
She is as busy as a bird/ bee.

4. What do you call these gadgets? Write their names under the drawings. 36p/

E-MAIL
HARD DISK
MICROPHONE
LAPTOP
MUSIC MIXER
CD
PRINTER
MOUSE
MONITOR
CD BURN
SMARTCARD
WIFI
MOTHERBOARD
HEADPHONES
SCANNER
SPEAKERS
PDA
MODEM
SAVE AS
NETWORK

BUG
PEN DRIVE
CHIP
SHIELD
FLOPPY DISK
TABLET
FLAT SCREEN
GAME CONSOLE
TEXT DOCUMENT
MOUSEMAT
CHAT
WEBCAM
USER TRASH
JOYSTICK
COMPUTER CASE
KEYBOARD

5. Match the food idioms with their definitions then complete the sentences. (8p)

1) apple of her/his eye
2) bad egg
3) bread and butter
4) butter up
5) couch potato
6) finger in the pie
7) piece of cake
8) eat one’s cake and have it too
a) participate in something that is happening
b) basic needs of life (food,shelter,clothing
c) a very lazy person
d) a task that is easily accomplished
e) flatter someone to try to get their favor or friendship
f) someone or something that one likes a lot
g) use or spend something and still keep it
h) a bad person

Now complete the sentences with proper idioms.
1. That man is a _________________________ so you should try and avoid him if you can.
2. The little girl is _________ of her grandfather’s ______.
3. The voters are worried _____________________________ issues like jobs and taxes.
4. He is a real _____________________ and just sits around watching TV and staying indoors
all day.
5. He spends most of his free time trying to _________________ his boss so that he won’t have
to work so hard.
6. He always tries to keep his ____________________ so that he can control everything.
7. He refuses to give up anything and always wants to
______________________________________
8. It was _______________________. I had everything done before lunch this morning.

6. Read the article and fill in the gaps with the word that fits best. (12p)
Be healthy

Do sports
Stop making excuses. Everyone has 1,............ to do at least 2,......little bit of exercise a day, even if
it means getting off 3, .......... bus one stop earlier or taking the stairs instead of the elevator.

Reduce it
Stop sitting in 4, .........of the Tv and stop playing Xbox games at the weekend. Try to leave your
couch and choose an active wayof spending your free time. You will get fit and it is also a good
5,................... to meet up your friends and 6, ..............a good time. You should try to exercise
regurarly and 7, .......around 30 minutes a time.

Forget the junk
Love fatty burgers but have no idea what cauliflower is? Consuming junk food once in a blue moon
does not do you much harm but eating it all the time will have a bad effect 8, ..........your health.,
now and in the long 9, ............

You are what you eat
You must try to follow a 10,.............diet-this is a diet that includes a combination 11,..........several
different food types. Graind, pulses, fresh fruit , fats and oils, dairy 12,........... shhould be included.
The sooner you start the better is and you can only win!

